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Sample: Experience all the highlights that you can find 
only in Slovenia and Croatia (9-day package)

Itinerary For Roundabout's clients
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9 Days Itinerary

Sample: Experience all the highlights that you can find 
only in Slovenia and Croatia (9-day package)

Itinerary for Roundabout's clients

Day 1 Arrival to capital of Croatia Zagreb and discover it's hidden corners

Day 2 Experience Ljubljana, The vibrant capital and taste its amazing cuisine

Day 3 Secrets of romantic Bled island, impressive natural canyon Vintgar Gorge & 
Slovenia's largest glacial lake Bohinj with historic Skofja Loka

Day 4 Unique Postojna cave & Unbelievable Predjama castle with Charming 
Mediterranean Piran & feel the beach vibe of Opatija

Day 5 Stunning natural wonder of Plitvice Lakes National Park and Rastoke village

Day 6 Zadar, a romantic Dalmatian city of perfect sunsets & Charming historical 
towns (Sibenik and Trogir)

Day 7 Diocletian's Palace, hidden corners of Split old town & unique walls of Ston

Day 8 UNESCO Dubrovnik city walk around Cobblestone Streets of Dubrovnik

Day 9 Say Goodbye to Stunning Croatia
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Meeting Point
Zagreb airport

Day 1

Arrival to Zagreb airport and private transfer to your hotel.

Later explore, the capital and the largest city of Croatia. After meeting with your guide, we will take a pleasant walk in the city 
center, visiting Zagreb’s most memorable sights to get a taste of the capital - the historical old town, the Government Palace 
and the Cathedral. The tour will be scheduled depending on your arrival.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Upgrade to Zagreb food tour - on request

Overnight: Zagreb

Arrival to capital of Croatia Zagreb and discover it's hidden corners
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Day 2

From Zagreb to Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia. We will start our adventure with Top Ljubljana Foods tour - tour will take you 
through the old Ljubljana town. During a 3-4 hour guided slowly paced walk you will learn about the city, stories of the people, 
architecture, history of Slovenian nation and of course  local and national gastronomy. Top Ljubljana Foods is much more than 
a food tour and definitely not your usual city tour.

At the end of the tour your tummy will be full, your thirst will be gone and you will know more about the history of Slovenes 
then some of our fellow citizens. You will also be in the know about the old town and know where to go next, what to do next 
and what to eat next. It’s a perfect way to start your stay in our beautiful and tasty capital city!

Included activities and/or entrance fees:
• Food and drinks on the tour

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Funicular to Ljubljana Castle: 2,20 eur / one way per person; 4,00 eur / return ticket per person
• Ljubljana Castle ticket: 10,00 eur / person; or Ljubljana Castle ticket with funicular: 13,00 eur / person
• Ljubljanica river wooden boat ride: 10,00 eur / person

Overnight: Ljubljana

Experience Ljubljana, The vibrant capital and taste its amazing cuisine

Image credits: Pixabay
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Day 3

After breakfast we will proceed to Bled and visit the castle on the top of the cliff and the famous 17th-century church on the 
small iconic island in the middle of the lake. In the afternoon a relaxing walk in the Bled Vintgar Gorge natural park will follow 
(if opened). Continue to Bohinj, our largest glacial lake located in the Triglav National Park. Take a swim or canoe or just walk 
next to it.

Lake’s natural environment will impress you while it shows different face each season. After tasting the exquisite sour milk or 
famous Bled’s cream cake we stop in Skofja Loka, one of the oldest Slovenian towns, have a walk around this medieval and 
charming town, situated under the castle and the monastery. Transfer back to Ljubljana.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Bled castle: 13,00 eur / person
• Pletna boat ride: 15,00 eur / person
• Church of Assumption: 6,00 eur / person
• Vintgar Gorge: 10,00 eur / person

Overnight: Ljubljana

Secrets of romantic Bled island, impressive natural canyon Vintgar Gorge 
& Slovenia's largest glacial lake Bohinj with historic Skofja Loka
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Day 4

In the morning we will head to the Postojna Cave to enjoy its spectacular stone formations. The guided tour of Postojna Cave 
will consist of a ride by electrical train and a walk through beautiful underground passages and chambers with spectacular 
drop stones, pillars, limestone curtains and other natural stone forms.

Continue to the idyllic village of Predjama, where you will be amazed by our fairy tale medieval Predjama Castle, famous for its 
dramatic setting in the gaping mouth of a cavern halfway up a hillside. Learn about the legend of the knight Erasmus  
‘Slovenian Robin Hood’. We will continue to the Slovenian coast and take a walking city tour on the streets of Piran, a small 
picturesque fishermen’s town, known also as the pearl of the Slovenian coast.

Our next destination will be Opatija, situated on the Croatian Istria coast, known for its historical 19th-century villas, built by 
the Austro-Hungarian noblemen. Free relaxing evening and overnight in Opatija.

Included activities and/or entrance fees:
• Postojna cave and castle entrance fee

Overnight: Opatija

Unique Postojna cave & Unbelievable Predjama castle with Charming 
Mediterranean Piran & feel the beach vibe of Opatija
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Day 5

After breakfast we will say goodby to Opatija and visit a unique nature wonderland  the Plitvice Lakes National Park, where you 
will enjoy the breathtaking scenery of the 16-terraced lakes and spectacular waterfalls.

First we will stop in Rastoke for a walk and a good lunch. A watermill village situated where the blue-green water of river 
Slunjcica flows into the Korana river. Most of the houses were built at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th 
century. Because of its extraordinary natural beauties and historical tradition, in 1962 Rastoke village fell under the protection 
of the State Directorate for cultural and historical heritage. Many ancient civilizations, as well as contemporary urban 
environments whitness that the water has always attracted people to come to its banks and settle there.

For thousands of years, the water of Korana and Slunjcica, and their flora and fauna, fought the laws of nature, and as a result 
of this struggle in the limestone plateau, a remarkable canyon was carved in for us to take pleasure in. Seeing this natural 
phenomenon, this "poured off" ("rastocen") terrain, a place where the water of river Slunjcica pour off in several backwaters, 
leaving behind small elevations which then form watercourses and waterfalls, people built a village and named it RASTOKE. 
Here, they found everything they needed and stayed here, forever bound with nature.

After visiting Rastoke and having a good lunch we will continue and discover one of the oldest and largest national parks in 
Croatia. The unity and harmony of the 16 lakes here and their rare natural and cultural value is not only famous 
throughoutCroatia, but also worldwide; earning this remarkable national park a coveted place onUNESCO's list of World 

Heritage sites. Arriving at Plitvice, you'll walk through these ancient woodlands. The pat takes us first acrossGornja Jezera 

Stunning natural wonder of Plitvice Lakes National Park and Rastoke 
village

Image credits: Pixabay
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Heritage sites. Arriving at Plitvice, you'll walk through these ancient woodlands. The pat takes us first acrossGornja Jezera 
(Upper Lakes), a system of 12 lakes separated by travertine barriers.

Wherever you are in Plitvice, it is easy to see why its travertine marble formations are such an extraordinary natural 
phenomenon. The barriers, sills and other forms created in these lakes, the karst rivers and streams are still an ongoing 
process that shapes the wonderful landscapes. It is these same travertine formations that have and are still creating 
thenumerous magnificent waterfalls here.

After a lot of walking and adventure we will leave you to enjoy some private moments in your accommodation for the night.

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Plitvice National park: 11,00 eur - 40,00 eur / person (depends on the season)
• Rastoke: approx. 4,00 eur / person

Good to know:
• Moderate amount of walking, so please wear comfortable shoes and clothes

Overnight: Plitvice
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Day 6

From Plitvice we will head to Zadar, the historical center of Dalmatia. An evening guided tour of the historical town to soak up 
the atmosphere and get acquainted with the city, including the visit of the most notorious sights and monuments.

Continue to Sibenik, situated along the mouth of Krka on the most picturesque part of the eastern Adriatic coast.

Last on the list before heading on to our final destination Split will be Trogir, the picturesque UNESCO town, built on a small 
island.

Late afternoon arrival to Split where we will enjoy some free time.

Overnight: Split

Zadar, a romantic Dalmatian city of perfect sunsets & Charming historical 
towns (Sibenik and Trogir)

Image credits: Pixabay
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Meeting Point
Your hotel in Split or nearest pickup point

Day 7

After a relaxing morning your journey through ancient history starts with the story of Roman emperor Diocletian who was born 
in nearby important Illyrian center and the capital of the Roman province of Dalmatia Salona. He build one of today’s most 
preserved palaces of that time in the nearby town Split.

With professional tour guide we are continuing our journey and sightseeing the 1700 year old Diocletian`s palace, imagining 
how the life of Diocletian was like, within the walls of the palace. During the tour we walk throught central hall of the ancient 
cellars, main communication line between the Riva and the Peristyle, which is now full of life and an ideal place to buy 
valuable souvenirs. We also stop by to see the Cathedral of St Duje, one of the most beautiful cultural wonders on the Adriatic 
coast, Peristyle impressive square in the center of the palace, Roman temples (today Christian ones), the famous Golden Gate 
and the big statue of Grgur Ninski. On this walking tour you will get to know Split town and its history in an interesting way.

After this great history and culture lesson, you will have the opportunity to enjoy lunch in one of Split’s well known restaurants. 
After lunch or even sooner we will continue our way and visit one of the last stops on the way  Dubrovnik. Optional short stop 
in Ston, charming town known for its walls, oysters and salt pans.

Included activities and/or entrance fees:

• Local guide

Diocletian's Palace, hidden corners of Split old town & unique walls of 
Ston
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• Local guide

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Ston walls: 3,00 eur / person
• Ston salt pans: 10,00 eur / person
• Diocletian’s Palace: from 5,50 eur / person (depending on season)

Overnight: Dubrovnik
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Day 8

During your visit to this UNESCO protected city, you will see Stradun, Rector's Palace, St. Francis Church, Sponza Palace, and 
Orlando's Column. You'll also marvel at the first pharmacy in Europe as well as interesting churches and city streets. Dubrovnik 
is a treasure and a museum itself, as it has so far managed to preserve all its historic buildings. Your local guide will make sure 
you see all the most exciting and undiscovered corners of this historic gem.

The rest of the day is free to explore the city on your own, shop or simply take a swim in the ocean.

Included activities and/or entrance fees:
• Local guide

Optional activities and/or entrance fees:
• Dubrovnik walls: from 50,00 kn / person (depending on season and how much you want to visit)
• Cable car: 60,00 kn / person (one-way ticket) or 100,00 kn / person (return ticket)

Overnight: Dubrovnik

UNESCO Dubrovnik city walk around Cobblestone Streets of Dubrovnik

Image credits: Pixabay
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Day 9

At agreed time you will departure your hotel and an arrange transfer will be waiting for you to transfer you to Dubrovnik 
Airport. You'll surely be sad to leave stunning Croatia behind, but you'll just have to start planning to come back again soon.

END OF THE TOUR

Say Goodbye to Stunning Croatia Image credits: Pixabay
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